NEW CONTENTS—NEW TEACHERS—NEW PUBLICS
25th Annual Conference and Silver Jubilee
THOMAS H. GENO, Chairman
University of Vermont

April 13 - 16, 1978, at the New York Hilton Hotel

• NEW LONGER PROGRAM EXTENDS THE CONFERENCE THROUGH SATURDAY
• WORKSHOPS • BOOK, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT EXHIBITS
• CAREER COUNSELLING SERVICES • MODERN LANGUAGE FILM FESTIVAL

Join us and the thousands of others at our Silver Jubilee events that will be part of the 1978 Northeast Conference. Come to New York to see and hear the state of the art in foreign language teaching at the nation’s oldest and largest foreign language conference. For all information, advance programs, and registration materials, write:

NORTHEAST CONFERENCE, BOX 623, MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753

Now available on audiocassettes

Guten Tag
Guten Tag wie geht’s
These two series of 26 episodes each are now available for use in the language laboratory in audiocassette format.

GUTEN TAG
A beginning course in conversational German
2 cassettes (26 episodes) . . . $12.50
2 cassettes and text . . . . . . . . $15.00
text only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3.50

GUTEN TAG WIE GEHT’S
An intermediate course in conversational German
4 cassettes (26 episodes) . . . $22.50
4 cassettes and text . . . . . . . $27.50
text only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6.75

International Film Bureau Inc.
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Let E.E.C.'s 18 years experience work for you ...
Language students often need individual attention from the teacher. Now there’s patented MONI-COM II to help with classroom tutoring. An exclusive feature allows as many as 40 students per console to be monitored. Each student can be helped without embarrassment or disturbing others... even the student’s program and responses can be recorded for playback. MONI-COM II broadcasts up to six different lessons at one time to students wearing 6-channel receiver/headsets with microphones. Because the system is wireless, there’s unprecedented flexibility in room usage and seating. The compact 26” x 18” x 8” console is easily portable. For a free, no-obligation demonstration in your school, contact P/H Electronics... also manufacturers of 2 to 12-channel one-way wireless systems for the classroom and instructional media centers.

P/H ELECTRONICS
A Division of Duncan Electric Company
117 E. HELENA STREET, DAYTON, OHIO 45404
(513) 461-5698